Quality captures, seamless live streaming and excellent archiving.
wowRIPPLE is a cost effective capturing and streaming
solution for educational institutions, corporate sector
or government – any application where there is a
requirement to record, manage and deliver media
content. wowRIPPLE transforms your audio and visual
aids into interactive media rich presentations which
you can stream live or on demand. This affordable,
unified solution is easy to use and will integrate
seamlessly with your existing system.

A perfect solution for distance learning and corporate
training, wowRIPPLE is a great tool for improving the
learning experience of your students and your staff.
Evidence shows that a visual aid to learning will
improve performance and understanding and with
access to live and on demand content anywhere,
anytime, wowRIPPLE really gives your students and
staff the competitive advantage.

The wowRIPPLE allows you to capture 2 video sources
(front camera, rear camera or document camera or
DVD player,) and 1 VGA presentation (laptop/desktop)
along with your audio (microphone/line-in).
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wowRIPPLE
The
he added benefit of the wowRIPPLE is that, unlike other products, wowLIVE can capture two video sou
sources
and
nd a VGA (1920x1200) simultaneously giving the user greater flexibility on how and what they
capture.
This synchronised stream can then be recorded to a disc or if you are connected to a network, streamed
live to remote viewers. The content can also be published directly to CDs, DVDs or USB devices, as well as
being shared through a command server. Online presentation catalogues are automatically created by
wowRIPPLE requiring no web based expertise from the user.
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The real advantage of wowRIPPLE is in its simplicity. This
one box solution allows presenters to present – simply
plug and play - rather than involve themselves in new
technologies or complicated hardwares.
Quick and easy to set up, wowRIPPLE does all the work,
leaving the presenter free to concentrate on presenting.
As no post production is required, attendees can take a
copy of the presentation they have just seen away with
them immediately on a CD or USB.
The viewer requires only a standard browser to watch
presentations. wowRIPPLE will accommodate a number
of different presentation sources such as laptop,
document camera and satellite receiver, etc.

With a full suite of menu-based management options, it
is easy to schedule recording to specific dates and
times, adjust settings, download and play recordings or
view and record simultaneously. Start/stop schedules
can be put in place in advance of recording to avoid
any live errors.
Providing a comprehensive webcasting solution, including
podcasts, the wowRIPPLE Streaming Solution will support
up to 1080p, 60Hz signal capture. Designed to integrate
easily with existing AV and IT infrastructure, wowRIPPLE
can capture from any meeting room, classroom, or live
corporate events.
A perfect solution for distance learning and corporate
training, wowRIPPLE is a great tool for improving the
learning experience of your students and your staff.

EDUCATION
Instant and Continual Access to Learning Materials
The ability to record and webcast allows you to reach a wider audience, including distance learners and part time
students who cannot attend lectures in person. Each student can effectively store the lecture on their laptop or mobile
device enabling them to return to and review at their convenience.
The student can also benefit from exact replication of the teaching materials, for example complex data or graphics are
recorded within, they don’t need to rely on taking exact notes during the lecture. The institution can also quickly and cost
effectively build a resource library which can be turned into e-learning programmes or online courses. The benefits are
not only student side, but staff can take advantage of professional collaboration opportunities, sharing data for research
or for training.

CORPORATIONS
Increase Productivity And Save Money At The Same Time
The ability for the corporate sector to make the information they have literally go further is good news in terms of staff
training, communication and overall efficiency. With wowRIPPLE information can be webcast securely live over the
internet, recorded for future use and made available for secure download by authorised persons.
For corporations with remote employees or agents, wowRIPPLE gives the opportunity to address all at the same time in
a cost and time effective method. Ideal for briefings and webinars, communications can be sent to each employee to be
watched on demand, increasing their productivity. Training and communications become standardized and deployed to
all employees, internal or external, at the same time. For corporations, the cost savings in terms of travel and
non-productive time are significant.

HEALTH CARE
Delivering Detailed Information Securely
Delivery of time sensitive, detailed information is critical within the healthcare sector. wowRIPPLE not only allows you to
record and communicate this information live over the internet without the danger of any of that information being lost
or deleted. This also means that extremely detailed information can be shared between locations, such as medical results
or training materials.
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Connecters
CVBS Input Standard Captured VGA Signal format

Output Format for Captured CVBS Signals
VGA Timing Support
Video Processing Functions

Audio A/D Performance

VGA A/D Performance
CVBS A/D Performance

1 D-Sub (VGA), 2 BNC (CVBS) & 1 3.5 mm Phone Jack
(Audio Line In) audio signal
PAL/NTSC, from 40 x 30 up to 2048 x 1536 pixels , FPS:1-100
Frames/sec, YUY2/I420/RGB24/RGB32, proVEOS CD disc x 1,
Easy Installation Guide CD x 1
From 176 x 144 to 720 x 576 pixels, Number of FPS: up to 30
Frames/sec, UYVY/YUY2/I420/RGB24/RGB32
Auto detect following video timing standards:
GTF/CEA/DMT/IBM PC/Apple/VESA
RGB/YUV Conversion, 5-tap image Scale, Motion-adaptive
de-interlacer with edge directed field interpolation,
Gamma Correction
Audio Channel Number: 2 Channels, Sampling Frequency:
8/16/22.05/32/44.1/48/96Khz, Sampling Precision: 24 bit,
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: ≥ 90 db
500 MHz bandwidth for analog channel, maximum 205MSPS
sampling rate
10 bit sampling precision, 4 times oversampling,5-line
adaptive comb filter
Note: specifications may change without further notice

